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Broker

Everything You Need to Know
Before You Buy Property

Let me show you how serious we are about helping you select
and purchase a home that’s right for you

Hello!
I have enclosed some information for you that I hope you will have a chance to review,
including some general information about Royal LePage Estate Realty and myself.
I understand that buying a home is a substantial financial commitment for a uniquely
personal purchase. Every home buyer has different wants, needs and concerns. Even
savvy businesspersons can become confused by the long lists of financing possibilities,
contract stipulations and closing issues and requirements.

My GOAL is to provide you with pertinent information, so YOU can make informed
decisions and always being available for your urgent needs in this hot market.
I will walk with you through the entire process, keeping you up to date and offering
practical guidance. Be assured that I am immersed daily in the business of real estate,
and knowledgeable in the fluctuations of the ever changing real estate market. I
recognize the need for you to feel on top of the ever changing current market.

You probably have a lot of questions, and if you’re going to feel confident in your
purchase, you’ll need some answers.
That’s why I’ve created this comprehensive Home Buying Guide for your reference
throughout the home buying process.
Yours truly,

Derek Kaiser
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Congratulations!
Congratulations! You are about to embark on the exciting journey of finding a property.
Whether it’s your first home, a step-up, a retirement dream, or an investment property, I will
make the experience fun and exciting as we find the perfect fit!
Owning a home is a big step. Most people will only look for a few homes in their entire
lifetime. I know this is a big undertaking. In order for you to feel comfortable during this
process, you will need to be well equipped with up-to-date information. This guide
contains information about:
•Myself
•The home buying process
•Cost related to a Real Estate Transaction
•Government Incentives and Programs for home owners
•And other reference material that you may find helpful.
Please keep this booklet with you during the entire home buying process. Take it with you
when you tour homes, bring it to all of your meetings, and sleep with it under your pillow!
I look forward to guiding you on this exciting journey. It is very rewarding to help you find
the home of your dreams.

2012

2007, 2008
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A Little About Me
My mission is to exceed your expectations
of the Real Estate experience, so that you
are excited to introduce my services to your
family and friends.
I have been in the business for just over ten
years. Because of you, I have continuously
received top sales awards, including the
Diamond Award (Top 3%) in 2012, and the
Award of Excellence in 2014, recognizing
I’ve been in the top 10% throughout my
career.
I quickly learned that Real Estate was a
perfect fit for me. I am often told by those
that work with me, that I am easily trusted
and have a calm and patient approach,
combined with a persistent and hardworking strategy to get the job done.
Since starting my business, I have continually re-invested into real estate. I own a home in
Riverdale, a Triplex in Leslieville, another in Brockton Village, built a cottage up North on a
lake, and am part owner of a downtown Whiskey Bar with my brother Andrew, at 924
College St. called “The Emmet Ray”, and a Sports Bar at 1280 dundas St called the Dock
Ellis. In 2012 I obtained my Broker License, and am also a member of the Commercial
Division of the Toronto Real Estate Board.
Buying and Selling Property is known to be one of the hardest and most stressful things to
do. However, I promise you that in working with me, this can also be a fun learning
experience, so long as it is given the time and commitment it deserves.
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Ongoing Continued Service
I want to make sure that I keep you in tune with the market even when you are not buying
or selling. Here are some of the services I offer to better keep in touch:
• Client

parties, kids events, Halloween pumpkins and other smaller
events and promotions

• Seasonal

phone calls to catch up and keep each other in the loop.

• You

can also sign up for my Facebook Group notifications, my Linked
In profile, and my Twitter feed for articles, videos, and updates

• My

monthly Market Snapshot with current real estate information and
statistics

• Market

Watch: my monthly industry newsletter breaking down
neighbourhood average price levels, and up to date market statistics

• Current

listings for properties available and sold in your area

•A

yearly Comparative Market Analysis showing how your property
compares with properties for sale in your neighbourhood

• Want

to do a renovation? Have a leaking roof? Do I need a permit for
that? I can help direct you to our preferred contractors

• Put

you in touch with financing, legal professionals and home
inspectors

• Do

I Need A Realtor? Ask me how I can advise you if you’re thinking of
purchasing or selling on your own. A simple phone call can put you in
a full knowledge position to best protect your interests, and use your
hard earned dollars efficiently

NEVER TOO BUSY FOR YOUR REFERRALS
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Let’s Get Started
This material is organized chronologically through the home buying process. The checklist
provided will serve as a guideline of what should happen and in what order. Hopefully
the information provided will assist you in clarifying your understanding and expectations
throughout each step of the process.
The information in each of these sections will help you understand what is involved in
each step. Throughout the Handbook, my goal is to answer some of the questions you
may have about the home buying process. Feel free, however, to flip through in any
order of interest to you.

7 Steps to Owning your Dream Home
STEP 1. Select Representation that Meets Your Needs
• Buyer Agency
• Dual Agency
• Builder’s Representation
• No Representation
• Find a REALTOR you can TRUST! By signing a BUYER AGENCY
AGREEMENT you are guaranteed by Provincial law that your needs
are professionally and confidentially represented.

STEP 2. Decide if Home Ownership is Right for You
• Clarify your financial picture
• Determine whether or not to put your home on the market while
searching for a new home
• Determine how much house you can afford, predict your monthly
payment
• Determine how much money you can use as a down payment
• Determine a time frame for moving and clarify your expectations

STEP 3. Make an Appointment with a Lender for Pre-Approval
• Gather your financial information and documents
• Talk to a Lender about Pre-approval, make sure you understand the
difference between Pre-approval and Loan Approval.
• Find out from your lender the largest amount of mortgage you can
be qualified for. This will define your price range and prevent you from
looking at homes outside your budget.
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The Buying Process
Step-by-Step
STEP 4. Look for a Home
• Set priorities for size, location, style, features
• Determine minimum number of bedrooms, bathrooms, etc.
• Select Search Areas
• Drive-by possible homes
• Select homes to inspect with your Buyer Agents

STEP 5. Prepare and Negotiate an Acceptable Offer to Purchase
• Discuss with your Buyer Agent what is negotiable and what is not
• Determine the amount of money you will be depositing
• Determine possession dates (when you need to move in!)
• Discuss any Chattels and Fixtures to be included in your offer
• Financing: You must acquire satisfactory financing before completing
the offer. Beware of the property apprasial (caution).
• Sale of your current home: Do you need to sell your existing home
before agreeing to purchase this home?
• Inspection: Do you wish to have this home inspected for defects
before agreeing to the purchase? The wiring will need updating.
• Offer/Counter Offer- Make sure you are realistic during this back and
forth process; know when to compromise and when to walk away

STEP 6. Fulfill all Conditions
• Retain a qualified lawyer
• Schedule (and arrange to be present during) a Professional Home
Inspection
• Finalize all financial details
• Meet any other conditions that pertain to the Agreement of Purchase
and Sale

STEP 7. Prepare for Closing Day
• Schedule Moving Company
• Finalize closing date, time, and location and coordinate with all parties
and utility providers
• Purchase Home Insurance, Title Insurance
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Buyer
Representation
Why should I use an Agent to
purchase a new home?
The advantages of having me help you
purchase a new home are the same as
those for purchasing a resale home. I can
provide you with valuable insight into the
market. I will help you find the perfect
home quickly. I provide you with expertise
in contract writing, negotiation, and
closing assistance. The Sellers have a
professional real estate representative
watching out for their interests and you
need and deserve the same expert
representation watching out for your
interests. There are many facets to
purchasing a home. I can professionally
guide you through this process.

Are there any advantages to
purchasing a new home on your
own?
No. There is no financial advantage for
you to buy directly from the builder.
Builders have a “single-price” policy
meaning you will be charged the same
price whether your interests are
represented by an Agent or not. Just as in
any resale, the Seller pays your Agent’s
fee. Remember- the builder requires that
your Agent accompany you on your first
visit to the builder’s sales office or they will
not pay your representative’s fee.
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If Automobiles were Houses
Imagine that automobiles are sold like real
estate, with no more car lots or dealerships.
Both new and used cars are just parked on
the street. So if you want a Ford, there are no
more Ford dealerships. No more Lexus
dealerships or any other kind of dealerships,
either. If you want to look for a car on your
own, you just drive around and see what you
can find. Even then, you can only look at the
outside, because you don’t have the keys.
There are some people that have the keys.
They also have a computer that tells them
where all the cars are parked, what model
and year they are, what size engine they
have, and how many miles are on the
odometer. They get paid a commission for
selling the cars.
Some of these commissioned agents just sit
around and look at the computer, waiting
for the phone to ring. Some of them go out
and locate the new cars, physically inspect
the interior and exterior, and flip on the
ignition to listen to the sound of the engine.
They are interested in finding the best cars so
their customers refer future clients to them.
Who would you rather call?

Customer or Client
It’s Your Choice

When you choose to work with a REALTOR, he or she may or may not be your agent. An
agent owes certain duties to a client but has a different obligation to a customer. You
must know whether you are a customer or a client in a real estate transaction.
In order to make an informed decision you should discuss the following information with
the agent you are thinking about working with.

Who is a customer?
A customer is a person who seeks to purchase real estate, but who has NOT established
an agency relationship and is NOT represented by an agent. A customer can expect the
salesperson to provide honest information and act in good faith, but cannot expect the
salesperson to act as an agent or to negotiate the best price in a purchase.
As a buyer, you may decide you don’t need your own agent. The seller’s agent may be
able to provide you with all the information you require to buy real property, without your
being represented by your own agent. If you are a customer, the Realtor’s primary loyalty
is NOT to you. It is to his or her client, the seller. The agent must convey all known
information to his or her client, such as your urgency to move or your willingness to
increase your offer.

Who is a client?
A client is a person who establishes an agency relationship with an agent and agrees to
be represented by the agent in a real estate transaction. A buyer becomes a client of a
real estate company by signing a BUYER AGENCY AGREEMENT with one of the company’s
Realtors. This agreement must be in writing and must clearly establish the obligations of
both the buyer and the agent.

Do you want to be a customer or a client?
Do you want to receive services (customer) or be represented (client)? If you are not sure,
discuss your options with the REALTOR with whom you are working. It is your choice and
you need to decide whether you will hire an agent or be self-represented.
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Agency

Broker Relationship Explained
Definitions:
• Seller’s Agent: A seller’s agent works solely on behalf of the seller
and owes duties, which include the utmost good faith, loyalty and
fidelity to the seller. The agent will negotiate on behalf of and act as
an advocate for the seller. The agent must disclose to potential buyers
all adverse material facts about the property known by the agent.
A separate written listing agreement is required which sets forth the
duties and obligations of both parties.
• Buyer’s Agent: A buyer’s agent works solely on behalf of the buyer
and owes duties to the buyer, which includes utmost good faith,
loyalty and fidelity. The agent will negotiate on behalf of and act as
an advocate of for the buyer. The agent will disclose to the buyer, if
known, all information relating to the seller’s urgency and reasons for
the sale of the home. A separate written buyer agency agreement is
required which sets out the duties and obligations of both parties.
• Seller’s Sub-Agent: A sub-agent owes the same duties of utmost
good faith, loyalty and fidelity to a seller as the seller’s agent and
must make the same disclosures to buyers concerning adverse
material facts about the property. A sub-agent will negotiate and act
as an advocate for the seller, who is legally responsible for the acts
of the subagent when acting within the scope of sub-agency. The
seller must give written permission for the listing agent to employ subagents.
• Limited Dual Agency: A limited dual agent assists the buyer and
the seller throughout a real estate transaction. Since the agent is
acting for both parties, the agent shall make every reasonable effort
to remain impartial to the seller and the buyer. The agent becomes
the facilitator. A limited dual agency, however, does owe the parties
a number of statutory obligations and responsibilities, including using
skill and care in the performance of oral and written agreement.

The Crux of The Matter – Working with the Seller’s Agent
Most real estate transactions go fine, but almost every one has a challenge or two. These
challenges are often routine, but sometimes not. Because the agent has divided loyalties,
one side or another may doubt where those loyalties truly lie. Mistrust develops. This can
take a small problem and blow it way out of proportion. At that point it becomes a crisis.
Having an agent on your side as your advocate removes the mistrust and helps keep
things on an even keel. If a challenge develops, you know where your agent stands. Plus,
the seller pays for it – Not you!
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Agent Commitment
The Agent’s Commitment To You
I am a full time professional Real Estate Agent. I am educated in the Real Estate Practice
and licensed by the Ontario Real Estate Association to provide Real Estate Services. I earn
my living by serving the needs of homebuyers and sellers with integrity.

Skilled Service
A large part of my work is performed “behind the scenes”; previewing homes,
researching comparables sales, gaining market knowledge, evaluating changing
legislations and maintaining my professional credentials. I am constantly acquiring
information that helps me to better serve you.

How Buyer’s Agents Are Compensated
Buyer’s agents are not paid a traditional salary. They work entirely on commission, which
they receive only if they initiate and complete a transaction for you. I am compensated
only when you take ownership of your new home. All of the services provided on your
behalf are uncompensated unless you purchase a home through me.

Your Commitment To The Agent
I will invest substantial time and efforts in locating your home, and will represent you with
unequalled integrity throughout the purchase of that home. In return, I only request your
loyalty – a commitment that you will work with me, exclusively, in selecting and
purchasing your home.

Putting Your Agent to Work for You
If you see any home that interests you, ask your Buyer’s Agent about it. Whether it is
advertised by a sign, in the newspaper, a “For Sale by Owner” or listed with another
Realtor or not even on the market – Your Buyer’s Agent is able to best represent you in the
pursuit of the property.
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When to Buy a Home
Purchasing a home is one of the most important decisions of your lifetime. It is easy to
become overwhelmed at the idea of finding, purchasing and finally owning your own
home. You may feel that you are comfortable renting. Following are some good reasons
why owning a home can be one of the best investments in your future you will ever make!
INSTEAD OF PAYING SOMEONE ELSE’S MORTGAGE, YOU CAN BUILD EQUITY IN YOUR OWN
FUTURE!

It Will Be Yours: The freedom of owning your home cannot compare to the restrictions

that renter’s experience. You can paint the walls any colour you like, hammer a nail in any
wall, decorate a nursery, landscape the yard, anything you like!

Lifestyle: Homeowners are different from renters. When you live in a neighbourhood or

complex that is primarily owner-occupied, your neighbours, like you, have invested in and
care about their property. Naturally, they are willing to invest time and money and effort
to improve their property and community, which in turn, improved the value of your
property.

Freedom From Rent Increases: Over time rents tend to rise. If you have a fixed-rate

mortgage, your payments of principal and interest remain the same. Imagine how much
rent might be in ten, fifteen, or even thirty years from now? Which makes more sense?

Building Equity for the Future: Rental payments are gone once you have made them.
But, with each mortgage payment you are buying something tangible, building up equity
in your home. The longer you own the home typically the larger your equity.

Keeping Up With Inflation: A home is an investment that helps you keep up with

inflation. Real estate has historically kept pace with and usually appreciates faster than
the rate of inflation.

Stability: As long as you make your mortgage payments on time, you can live in your

home for as long as you wish. Your landlord will not have control over the sale of your
home.

Security for Retirement: Unlike rent which goes on forever, the mortgage on your

home will be paid someday, providing you with rent-free living for your retirement.
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When to Buy a Home
Leveraging: When you purchase your home, you are leveraging your money. With as
little as 5% down, you can acquire 100% ownership, a great return on your investment.

Pay Back on Improvements: A renter typically gets no financial benefit from any of
the improvements they make on the property, either to the home or yard. But as a
homeowner, you can realize some or even all of the costs (and maybe even a profit)
from improvements when you sell your home.

Trade-Up Value: Even if your first home isn’t your dream home, you will be working your
way up to it. With appreciation and the possibility of a return on your improvements, it
may provide you with enough equity to make a down payment on your dream home
later.

Investment Property: For some, second single-family homes or condominiums are
proving to be good income investments and tax shelters. You will be realizing profits and
tax benefits from renters who may not know the benefits of owning a home.
Forced Savings: Some people are just not good at saving money and a house is an

automatic savings account. You accumulate savings in two ways. Every month, a portion
of your payment goes toward the principal. Admittedly, in the early years of the
mortgage, this is not much. Over time, however, it accelerates. Second, your home
appreciates. Average annual appreciation on a home is approximately five percent,
though it will vary from year to year, and in some years may even depreciate. Over time,
history has shown that owning a home is one of the very best financial investments.

Highlights from Average Toronto Property Prices in the Last 20 Years

*from market watch
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Making an Offer to Purchase
1st - The Price
Depending on market conditions, most likely the price you will offer will be different than
the seller’s asking price. Your agent will guide you through the process and provide
information that will help you make an informed decision.

2nd - Deposit
The deposit shows your good faith, when making an offer, and will be applied to the
purchase of the home when the sale closes. It is usually about 5% of the purchase price.
Depending on the negotiation strategy, your agent will recommend the appropriate
amount.

3rd - Terms & Conditions
You must arrange your own financing must submit a conditional offer if your mortgage
broker has not yet approved your budget. Your offer could also include some other
conditions. The most common is “subject to home inspection”.

4th - Inclusions & Exclusions
Before making an offer and during your inspection of the home, it is wise to write down
the items you want to include in the purchase price. These might include appliances and
certain fixtures or decorative items such as window coverings, garage door opener,
electric light fixtures etc.

5th - Closing Date
Generally, the day the title of the property is legally transferred and the transaction of
funds finalized, unless otherwise specified.

When making an offer, you can rely on our experienced professionals to negotiate, on your behalf, the best price in the current market conditions. Your offer can
be firm or conditional, it’s your decision.
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Estimate Life Span of Home Components
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A/C Electrical Compressor

6-8 years

Oil Burner Unit

A/C Gas Unit

7-10 years

Oil Tank

Asphalt Driveway

10-15 years

Cast Iron Steam
Case Iron Water
Zone Valves
Chimney Pointing/Cap

20-30 years
20-30 years
8-10 years
10-15 years

Plumbing

Circulator Pump Boiler/HW

10-15 years
-Buried
-Interior

10-15 years
15-20 years

-Interior
-Exterior

5-8 years
3-6 years

-Galvanized
-Copper
-Brass

Range

40-50 years
40+ years
40-50 years
15-20 years

8-12 years

Refrigerator

8-12 years

Compactor

7-10 years

Radiant Heat Coils (hot water in
concrete floor)

10-20 years

Dishwasher

7-10 years

Roof

Disposal–Kitchen

5-10 years

Shower Pans

16-20 years
5-7 years
8-10 years
40-60 years
15-25 years
20- 30 years
15-20 years

Electric Service

25-30 years

Siding

Furnace Forced Air Gas or
Oil Burning

15-20 years

Sump Pump

Flashing–Roof

15-20 years

Vinyl Floor

Flashing–Seal

2-4 years

Well

Gutters –Aluminum
–Wood

25-30 years
15-20 years

Windows

Heat Pump Compressor

5-8 years

Hot Water
Heater

Humidifier

5-8 years

-Asphalt
-Flat (build up)
-Flat Rolled
-Slate
-Wood
-Lead
-Copper

-Wood, Shakes &
40+ years
Clapboard
-Composition Board 10-15 years
-Aluminum
20-25 years
8-10 years
10-15 years
-Submersible Pump
-Storage Tank
-Interior Tank
-Aluminum Storm

8-12 years
8-12 years
10-15 years
20-30 years

-Oil
-Gas
-Electric

5-8 years
8-12 years
10-15 years

Costs Related to a Real Estate
Transaction
The conveyance of real property results in the payment of certain expenses by the parties
involved. Set forth below is brief summary of theses expenses, that are incurred when
transactions are handled properly and professionally, viewed both from the position of
the Buyer and from the position of the Seller. Buyers should budget approximately 2-3% of
the purchase price for closing costs.
Provincial Land Transfer Tax
This is paid by the Buyer at the date of the final closing to the Minister of Finance pursuant
to the Land Transfer Tax Act. The tax is based on the purchase price and the current rates
became effective on June 1st,1989.
The rates are as follows for a single family residence:
$0-$55,000
$55,001-$250,000
$250,001-$400,000
$400,001 and up

.5% (0.5% of $55,000 is $275)
1% less $275
1.5% less $1,525
2.0% less $3,525

Example: To calculate the land transfer tax on a purchase price of $275,000, multiply the
purchase price by 1.5% and deduct $1,525 ($4,125 - $1,525 = $2,600)
Toronto Land Transfer Tax
This is paid by the Buyer at the date of the final closing to the City of Toronto. The tax is
based on the purchase price and the current rates became effective on February 1,
2008.
Residential:
• 0.5% of the amount of the purchase price up to and including $55,000
• 1% of the amount of the purchase price between $55,000 and $400,000
• 2% of the amount of the purchase price above $400,000
FIRST-TIME home buyers of new AND re-sale homes will receive a rebate of the Toronto
land transfer tax of up to $3,725 (this equals a 100% rebate on homes purchased for up to
$400,000) for purchases of more than $400,000.
Disbursements – Purchase
In addition to the payment of Land Transfer Tax, Buyers are responsible to pay for certain
disbursements incurred by their lawyer in respect of various certificates, searches and
registrations. Examples of such approximate disbursements are as follows:
i) Registration of Deed $ 70.50
ii) Registration of Mortgage $ 70.50
iii) Disbursements (including search costs & office costs) $400.00
For a typical purchase (including one mortgage), a Buyer should budget about $550.00
for disbursements. There will also be further costs for adjustments, land transfer taxes and
legal fees.
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Costs Related to a Real Estate
Transaction
Title Insurance

Title insurance insures against past problems that could affect your ownership in the
future. A low, one-time premium covers you for loss or damage up to the policy amount
and all legal costs you would have to pay to defend your title. Once the policy is issued, a
covered title problem is not your concern, it becomes the responsibility of the Title
Insurance Company. No survey is required by your lending institution if you have title
insurance.
Houses up to six units up to $500,000
$380.00 + .99/$1000 over $500,000
Condominiums up to $500,000
$380.00 +.99/$1000 over $750,000

Disbursements – Sale

The Seller in a real estate transaction is not required to pay any Land Transfer Tax.
However, the Seller’s responsible to pay for certain disbursements incurred by their lawyer
such as:
Registration of a Discharge of Mortgage $ 70.50
Disbursements (including transaction levy and office costs) $200.00

Legal Fees – Normal

Approximation of average legal fees on a residential real estate transaction is as follows:
Purchase $800 for purchase price up to $750,000
Sale $650 for sale price up to $750,000

Adjustments on Closing Between Seller and Buyer

On closing there will be adjustments to the sale price between the Seller and the Buyer
which will appear on a Statement of Adjustments as credits in favor of the Seller or the
Buyer. If the Seller is relying on receiving or if the Buyer is relying on paying a fixed amount
on closing, it is unpleasant if these adjustments come as a total surprise to your client.
For example, if taxes for the calendar year are $4,000.00, the deal closes June 30th and
the Seller has paid the taxes for the entire calendar year, there will a credit on closing to
the Seller of $2000.00. In other words, the Seller receives $2000.00 more and the Buyer
pays $2000.00 more.
Also, if there is a fuel tank at the property, the Seller usually fills the tank on closing and
sells a full tank to the Buyer. If the adjustment were approximately 52 cents per litre for 909
litres, the Seller would receive $450.00 more and the Buyer pay $450.00 more on closing.

Survey

Most financial mortgage institutions now require a Buyer to produce a recent survey for the real
property being purchased showing the boundaries of the lands and the location of the dwelling
thereon. The term “recent” varies from lending institution to lending institution but as a loose rule
a survey 10-15 years old will probably still be acceptable to a lender if accompanied by a
Declaration of the Seller saying it is still accurate. If the Buyer requires a survey for the lender and
the Seller does not have one, it is the responsibility and the expense of the Buyer to obtain one.
Title insurance will take care of the problems incurred in the absence of a survey or an up to date
survey! It is highly recommended that title insurance be obtained in the absence of a survey.
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Costs Related to a Real Estate
Transaction
Title insurance will take care of the problems incurred in the absence of a survey or an up
to date survey! It is highly recommended that title insurance be obtained in the absence
of a survey.

Mortgage Insurance
In the event that the amount of your first Mortgage on your purchase transaction exceeds
80% of the purchase price, it will be necessary for you to purchase, for the protection of
the Lender, mortgage loan insurance. This mortgage loan insurance premium is paid to
protect the lender in the event that the mortgage is not paid. This is not to be confused
with life, disability, or job loss insurance. The mortgage insurance is normally purchased
through CMHC (Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation) or GEMI (GE Capital
Mortgage Insurance Canada.) The cost of the insurance premium is paid by the Buyer.
The amount of the mortgage insurance premium is calculated using a loan/value ratio,
and may be added to the mortgage amount. The premiums are as follows:

Premium on Total Loan

Loan-to-Value

Standard
Premium

Self-Employed
without 3rd
Party Income
Validation

Premium on Increase to
Loan
Standard
Premium

Self-Employed
without 3rd Party
Income
Validation**

Up to and including 65%

0.50%

0.80%

0.50%

1.50%

Up to and including 75%

0.65%

1.00%

2.25%

2.60%

Up to and including 80%

1.00%

1.64%

2.75%

3.85%

Up to and including 85%

1.75%

2.90%

3.50%*

5.50%*

Up to and including 90%

2.00%

4.75%

4.25%*

7.00%*

Up to and including 95%

2.75%

N/A

4.25%*

*

N/A

*

N/A

90.01% to 95% ––NonTraditional Down
2.90%
Payment***
Extended Amortization Surcharges:

Add 0.20% for every 5 years of amortization beyond the 25 year mortgage amortization
period (for LTV ≤ 80%).
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Costs Related to a Real Estate
Transaction
A 10% premium refund and extended amortization period without surcharge may be
available when CMHC Mortgage Loan Insurance is used to finance Energy Efficient
Homes.
Other high ratio financing costs include an application/appraisal of $165 and there is 13%
provincial HST on the mortgage insurance premium to be paid by the borrower as set
forth above. While the mortgage insurance premium can be added into the amount of
the Mortgage, the provincial tax on the premium is payable immediately at the time of
the advance of the mortgage funds.
For more information:
http://www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/en/co/moloin/index.cfm
Building Inspection Fees or Home Inspection Fees
It is generally recommended that when purchasing a resale home or new construction
that a building inspection be carried out on the structure, either prior to making an offer
on the property or at the time you have entered into the Agreement of Purchase and
Sale. The fee for a normal building inspection can range from $250.00 to $500.00.
Potential Apprasial Fees
Typically under $500 and often paid for by your lender.
Contractor Quotes
Professional estiates can also be hired to quote needed work items. Typically around $75
an hour. If a certified engineer is required this could cost closer to $1,000.
Termite Inspection
$350 to look for active infestation and recommend prevention strategies.

NOTE: Royal LePage Estate Realty and the Realtor does not take any responsibility for the
accuracy of the costs listed above. The costs are to give you an idea of the approximate
expense range. As a buyer or seller, it is incumbent upon you to verify any costs. As
mentioned previously, Buyers should budget 2-3% of the purchase price for closing costs.
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Joint Ownership

Like many successful businesses, the foundation of real estate is founded on personal
relationships. It is important for me to work with those I know and trust, rather than specialize
in a certain area or property type. My goal is to have a 100% referral based Business.
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RRSP Home Buyers’ Plan
Program

The Home Buyers’ Plan (HBP) is a program under which you can, generally, withdraw up
to $25,000 from your registered retirement savings plan (RRSPs) to buy or build a qualifying
home. Withdrawals that meet all applicable HBP conditions do not have to be included
in your income, and your RRSP issuer will not withhold tax on these amounts. However,
before you can withdraw funds you must have entered into a written agreement to buy
or build a qualifying home which you must occupy no later than one year after buying
or building the home. If you buy the qualifying home together with your spouse or other
individuals, each of you can withdraw up to $25,000. You cannot withdraw an amount
from your RRSP under the HBP if you or your spouse owned the home more than 30 days
before the date of your withdrawal.

Details

• Up to $25,000 per person could be withdrawn tax-free from RRSPs to buy or build a
principal residence. Couples — including common-law — will be able to withdraw up
to $50,000.
• You have to meet the first-time buyer’s condition. You are not considered a first-time
home buyer if you or your spouse owned a home that you occupied as your principal
place of residence in the past 5 years. To determine past 5 years, the 4 years preceding
the year you make your withdrawal plus the period in the year you make your
withdrawal ending 31 days before your withdrawal is the rule adopted.
• Home buyers withdrawing funds do not have to pay income tax on the amount
withdrawn, as long as the funds are repaid into an RRSP in the future.
• The 15-year repayment period will begin in the second calendar year following the
calendar year in which the withdrawal is made. In addition, a qualifying home must
generally be acquired before October 1 of the calendar year following the year of
withdrawal. For example, those making withdrawals under the plan in 2009 will have
until October 1, 2010 to acquire a qualifying home and their first annual repayment will
be due by the end of 2011 or the first two months of 2012.
• A special rule denies a tax deduction for contributions to an RRSP that are withdrawn
within 90 days of the RRSP deposit being made. Consequently, to get the normal tax
break for a contribution and to use those funds under the plan, the money must be in
your RRSP for at least 90 days before a withdrawal is made.

NOTE: The above information is provided by the Toronto Real Estate Board.
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RRSP Home Buyers’ Plan
Existing homeowners can use the HBP to purchase a more accessible home or a home
for a disabled dependent relative where the individual withdrawing the funds:
• qualifies for the disability tax credit (DTC) and is buying a home that is more accessible
for the individual or is better suited for the care of the individual;
• is related to a disabled individual who qualifies for the DTC and is buying a home for the
benefit of the disabled individual that is more accessible for, or better suited for, the
care of the disabled individual, or;
• is related to a disabled individual who qualifies for the DTC and is withdrawing an
amount for the disabled individual to buy a home that is more accessible for, or better
suited for, the care of the disabled individual.

HST New Housing Rebate
Program

You may be eligible to claim a rebate for a part of the HST you pay on the purchase price
of a newly constructed home or the cost of building your home if:
• you buy a new or substantially renovated home (including the land or if you lease the
land) from a builder;
• you buy a new mobile home (including a modular home) or a floating home from a
builder or vendor;
• you buy a share of capital stock of a co-operative housing corporation;
• you construct or substantially renovate your own home, or carry out a major addition
(or hire another person to do so); or
• your home is destroyed in a fire and is subsequently rebuilt.

Details

• The purchase price of resale homes are exempt from the HST. The purchase price of
newly constructed homes are subject to HST.
• New home buyers can apply for a 36% rebate of the federal portion of HST applicable
to the purchase price to a maximum of $6,300 for homes costing $350,000 or less. For
new homes priced between $350,000 and $450,000, the rebate on the federal portion
of the HST rebate would be reduced proportionately. New homes priced $450,000 or
higher would not receive a rebate of the federal portion of the HST.
• New home buyers can apply for a 75% rebate of the provincial portion of the HST
applicable to the purchase price to a maximum of $24,000.
NOTE: The above information is provided by the Toronto Real Estate Board.
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Land Transfer Tax Rebates
Program

First-time buyers of new and re-sale homes are eligible to receive rebates of the provincial
and Toronto land transfer taxes. The maximum provincial land transfer tax (LTT) rebate
for first-time buyers is $2,000 and the maximum Toronto LTT rebate for first time buyers is
$3,725. A FULL rebate of the Toronto land transfer tax is also available for ALL buyers who
entered into Agreements of Purchase and Sale prior to December 31, 2007.

Details

Provincial LTT
• Provincial LTT is payable anywhere in Ontario (including Toronto)
• Maximum provincial LTT first-time buyer rebate is $2,000 (equivalent to the provincial LTT
payable on a $227,500 property).
• For RESALE homes, the provincial rebate applies only to first-time buyers who entered
into Agreements of Purchase and Sale AFTER December 13, 2007.
• First-time buyers of NEWLY CONSTRUCTED HOMES are eligible for the provincial rebate
even if they entered into Agreements of Purchase and Sale prior to December 13, 2007.
• The provincial LTT for residential properties is calculated as follows (An easy-to-use
calculator is available at www.NoHomeBuyingTax.com):
o 0.5% of the amount of the purchase price up to and including $55,000, plus
o 1% of the amount of the purchase price between $55,000 and $250,000, plus
o 1.5% of the amount of the purchase price between $250,000 and $400,000, plus
o 2% of the amount of the purchase price above $400,000
Toronto LTT
• Toronto LTT is payable only for properties in the City of Toronto.
• Maximum Toronto LTT first-time buyer rebate is $3,725 (equivalent to the Toronto LTT
payable on a $400,000 property).
• ANY purchaser who entered into an Agreement of Purchase and Sale prior to
December 31, 2007 is eligible for a FULL rebate of the Toronto LTT.
• Toronto LTT rebates are in addition to any provincial LTT rebate that the buyer qualifies
for.
• The Toronto LTT for residential properties is calculated as follows (An easy-to-use
calculator is available at www.NoHomeBuyingTax.com):
o 0.5% of the amount of the purchase price up to and including $55,000, plus
o 1% of the amount of the purchase price between $55,000 and $400,000, plus
o 2% of the amount of the purchase price above $400,000

NOTE: The above information is provided by the Toronto Real Estate Board.
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Land Transfer Tax Rebates
First-Time Buyer Eligibility

To be eligible as a first-time buyer for the provincial LTT rebate and/or Toronto LTT rebate,
• The purchaser must be at least 18 years of age.
• The purchaser must occupy the home as his or her principal residence no later than
nine months after the date of the conveyance or disposition.
• The purchaser cannot have previously owned a home, or had any ownership interest in
a home, anywhere in the world, at any time.
• If the purchaser has a spouse, the spouse cannot have owned a home, or had any
ownership interest in a home, anywhere in the world while he or she was the purchaser’s
spouse. If this is the case, NO refund is available to either spouse. Note: If a purchaser’s
spouse owned an interest in a home BEFORE becoming the purchaser’s spouse, but not
while the purchaser’s spouse, the purchaser may be eligible for some rebate.

More Information

Provincial LTT:
Ontario Ministry of Finance: 1-800-263-7965

Toronto LTT:
City of Toronto: 416-338-0338

www.PadtoPad.com
Please visit my website for many more incentives and programs

First-Time Home Buyers’ Tax Credit
Program

First-time home buyers may be eligible for a 15 percent income tax credit for closing costs

Details

• To assist first-time home buyerswith the costs related to thepurchase of a home.
• The First-Time Home Buyers’Credit (FTHBC) provides a 15 percent credit on a maximum
of $5,000 of home purchase costs(e.g. legal fees, land transfer taxes, etc.), meaning
mamum tax relief of $750.
• Applicable to first-time buyers purchasing a home closing after January 27, 2009.
•The FTHBC is claimable for the taxation year in which the home is acquired.
• An individual will be considered a first-time home buyer if neither the individual nor
the individual’s spouse or common-law partner owned and lived in another home in
the calendar year of the home purchase or in any of the four preceding calendar
years. First-time home buyers may be eligible for a 15 percent income tax credit for
closing costs.
For more information contact Service Canada at 1-800-622-6232 or visit www.fin.gc.ca
NOTE: The above information is provided by the Toronto Real Estate Board.
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Testimonials
“Derek is a great broker who took the time to explain each step of the house-buying
process in plain-language terms. The home that we eventually purchased after our
exhaustive 10-month search was almost exactly what we wanted and we got it under
asking.”

- Michael Nikov
“As a first time home buyer we were overwhelmed at the beginning of the process. After
our first meeting with Derek I felt safe, confident and excited at the prospects. His
thorough attention to the detail of what we were looking for gave me a great sense of
trust in our communication and in his abilities. We have been in our home for nearly three
years now and Derek continues to touch base with us to ensure we are satisfied. Buying
our first home was one of the most terrifying and exciting decisions we have ever made- I
will forever be grateful to Derek for making the process so seamless and for giving us such
positive memories of this milestone in our lives.“

- Laura Bonesteel
“As a result of Derek Kaiser’s sagacity, I was able to make a 50 percent equity ROI in less
than 2 years, while returning nearly 40K in positive cash flow. Move over Donald – Derek’s
keen sense of value and an uncanny awareness of the GTA made me 300K in less than 2
years. As a first time property investor I was delighted at his painstaking attention to detail
that really took the stress out of a large 6 figure transaction.”

- Christopher Gibson
“Derek met with us when we were considering transitioning from renting to owning.
Though our resources were limited, he helped us find the perfect home in a very
competitive market. He spent a good deal of time getting to know us and our needs. He
directed us toward options that were suitable, helping us understand both the market
and what we could expect. We have lived in our dream home for five years and I still
credit Derek with helping us get here. Without him, it may not have happened. He didn’t
just find us a house. He found us OUR house.”

- Heather Chaytor
“Derek did an excellent job understanding what my needs were and providing me with
options. He naturally strikes the perfect balance between professional (given his expertise
in the field) and being personable (putting your needs and wants first) when he strikes a
deal. I’d recommend Derek to anyone looking for a great experience finding a place.“

- Stasha Vogt
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Royal LePage
Royal LePage is the oldest and largest Canadian-owned full service real estate Company
in the country.
We are over 14,000 sales representatives and more than 600 offices from coast to coast.
We are the first choice in the mind of the consumer when it comes to real estate.
Royal LePage Estate Realty is a team of professionals. We are the most innovative, highly
trained and technologically advanced company in the industry. We are backed by the
most efficient and advanced support network. On-going training and coaching ensures
that we offer our clients the highest level of expertise. Our offices are staffed 7 days a
week, and our agents are available by our messaging system 24 hours a day. Our
ownership team is second to none with full time management support that is always
available.
The Royal LePage name is respected and admired for the integrity it brings to all of its
relationships.

I am a proud supporter of the Royal LePage Shelter Foundation, as well as being a
contributor to many charities that are near and dear to my clients
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